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Holy Hip Hop , testimony of a journey through with deep lyrics and melodious beats. 13 MP3 Songs HIP

HOP/RAP: Spiritual Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: West Coast Rap Ace D.O.G Songs Details: ACE D.O.G (Adam

Vincent) Born and inflated in San Francisco, CA, ACE D.O.G credits his generate with having the

foresight and the courage to take the carry through that saved his life. When his father abandoned the

family, the gang-ridden streets of San Francisco became all too familiar. "School was too risky," ACE

D.O.G explains. His crew dropped out and his posse began to pursue pastimes that lead them closer and

closer to the danger that would eventually snuff out the lives of two of his homies. Witnessing the murder

of a friend was the critical turning point. In a miraculous rescue, ACE D.O.G's generate moved her

children to Fremont, California where even a sullen, aimless, skeptic, such as ACE D.O.G had already

become, might have a chance to reinvent himself and thrive. And that is just what he did. When secular

rapping began to lose its flavor, ACE D.O.G became a member of an early Christian rap group, Disciples

of God. Through the same earth angel, Carolyn, he met Airick. Along with intensive Bible studies, he

earned his GED; and, his life took on the new direction that has made his generate proud. "Rappin for the

Lord," ACE D.O.G reaches youth who's on the brink of despair and self-destruction themselves - are

primed to hear the clarion call of a new message in the tone, tempo and format that has become a

multi-billion dollar, international phenomenon: rap. ACE D.O.G and his partner, ANC, are pioneers on a

spiritual adventure and they won't be satisfied until the service of deliverance and redemption of youth is

complete. Young, passionate and fiercely dedicated to his calling, ACE D.O.G is now a witness for the

healing grace of the living Christ, without which his very life might by now have become no more than a

sorrowful memory for his loved ones. When you've come that close to extinction, you have learned some

lessons and the purity of your music stirs the soul. And so it is with the Christian rapper, ACE D.O.G.
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